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LinkUp Addis is four years old. We have no words to explain what a great ride it has been. As we celebrate the 
anniversary, we are deeply thankful to all of who have been out there enjoying our content, attending our 
events, providing us with unwavering support. The best is yet to come! Fot the nostalgia of it we are laying 
here the cover pages of the last four ‘Julies’.
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LinkUp Brief
Linkup Staff Writer

In collaboration with Proofit Markeing Solutions, Afromile, Awaqi and The International Trade Center, 
LinkUp Addis hosted the first edition of its startup expo, AddisRupt, on June 25, 2022 at the Sapphire 
Addis Hotel. The event, which had more than 24 startups from entertainment, media, ecommerce, 
enterprise solutions, and tech sectors, was visited by hundreds of people over a full day of activity. 
Discussing the significance of AddisRupt to the startup ecosystem, Eyob Workineh, Managing Di-
rector at LinkUp Addis, explained, “Startups are quickly becoming the driving force of the Ethiopian 
private sector.” While the startup ecosystem is creating jobs for hundreds of thousands of youth and 
creating businesses that are worth millions, it is not being given the proper coverage and priority, and 
AddisRupt aims to change that. “

One of Addis Ababa’s pioneering house music events Full House mads a grand come back on 25 
June 2022 at Ghion Hotel’s Tana Hall. Planned and hosted by Choo Choo Promotions, the event, 
which was one of the earliest public electronic music events of its kind, had its first physical edition 
since January 2020.  Performing at the event, dubbed Full House: Katharsis, were international acts 
Sooma and The Organism alongside talented local artists across two stages.

AddisRupt: The Startup Expo 

Full House Makes its Comeback
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Yegeta Tsegaye Telila

On the night of June 3, 2022, 
the average pedestrian 

passing by Sheraton Addis Hotel 
would’ve passed by a typical Fri-
day night scene in the luxurious 
neighborhood. Shiny cars, guests 
of the hotel dressed to impress, 
some familiar faces from TV or 
billboards, the whole shebang.

The inside had the same vibe. Em-
ployees who are apathetic in and 
around the main lobby, as intend-
ed by the all-too-familiar elevator 
music, warm lighting, and over-
all feeling of being in the belly of 
the whale. The usual at first sight. 
However, much like the whale’s 
innards, delve deeper and you en-
counter all kinds of the grand and 
weird and sometimes even messy.
 
Will you come across a bag show, 
nope. But that was awaiting on this 
night in the halls of Addis’ most re-
nowned name in hospitality. The 
seventh edition of the biggest (and 
only) show, intended to put bags 
on the center stage, moving them 

up quite a few levels from simple 
accessories, was quite a sight from 
the get go.
 
This was largely thanks to Cactus 
Ethiopia’s CEO, Yasser Bagersh, 
whose flamboyant presence in-
fused the already sizzling event 
with the spiciest of spices, accom-
panied by the captivating Milu. 
The role of this dynamic duo might 
have been even more significant 
than usual, considering the out-
come of the bag auction that closed 
off the event. But more on that later.
 
Going back to the show itself, while 
some may snicker at the idea of 
having a fashion show for bags, I 
argue that it is no different to any 
other fashion. If anything, going 
through the flimsy memories I 
have of outfits on the runway, I’m 
pretty sure I saw products and 
work that I am more likely to use 
there than at the normies.
 
Brands we already know and love 
put on display the reason, or should 

things a bit darker, bringing to the 
runway an edgy, retro look perfect 
for outings like ZOYA (wink, wink).
 
Newer brands, new to me at least, 
also showcased the value that 
society places on innovation and 
newness overall. From the cozy, 
blue-hue dominant bags made by 
Mela to the monochrome delight 
that was Nina Pelle’s mood for the 
night, there was much craftsman-
ship to be taken in. The models 
were quite the spectacle too, at 
least from what I was able to gauge 
from the crowd’s reaction to their, 
presumably, favorites. Why is this 
important, you ask?
 
While most fashion shows are 
glamorous on the outside, with 
too many things happening ev-
erywhere, the crowds tend to 
seem as if Hypnos had made a 
heavy-handed visit. This was 
not the case for “The Bag Show.” 
Whether it was the appeal of a dis-
tinctly different event, the general 
zeitgeist of the day, or the hosts, 
there was definitely a higher level 
of buzz than one would expect; a 
buzz that turned into an almost 
party-like state once the auction 
was done and the food and drinks 
started flowing. But you would be 
more interested in the auction, I 
guess.
 
The auction, like any other, was a 
display of wealth, no doubt. That’s 
the point. Unlike any auction, 
though, the profits were not going 
to some dead genius or obscure 
organization or collector. As usu-
al, there will be those that will be 
triggered to hear that the very first 
bag on offer went for ETB 20,000.
 
Yes, no bag costs that much. But 
also yes, that money is going from 
someone who could blow it on a 
bottle of whiskey or some other 
useless thing into the pockets of 
embattled businesses in an em-
battled industry. Considering the 

effect that Ethiopia’s expulsion from the United States of Amer-
ica’s African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) has had on 
the textile sector, reports from the likes of the Ethiopian Leather 
Industry Development Institute that affirm raw material and 
other resource shortages, and the testimonies of the businesses 
themselves, these kinds of efforts should be applauded.

As I was once reminded by an Ethiopian fashion titan when ex-
pressing disdain for the elitism that is usually on display in fashion, 
I might only be seeing the glam, but fashion actually contributes 
significantly to lifting millions out of poverty.

The Bag Show
I say reasons, they enjoy the 
status that they do and then 
some. For example, MERON, for 
example, presented a collec-
tion reminiscent of long sum-
mer days by the beach (not 
Ethiopian beaches, lol, sorry). 
Zaaf, on the other hand, took 
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"

"Brands we 
already know 
and love put 
on display 
the reason, or 
should I say 
reasons, they 
enjoy the status 
that they do and 
then some.

"

"Whether it was 
the appeal of 
a distinctly 
different event, 
the general 
zeitgeist of 
the day, or the 
hosts, there 
was definitely a 
higher level of 
buzz than usual

FollowUp
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Yegeta Tsegaye Telilla
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@gellanude

Instagram

Gella is an Ethiopian lingerie brand seeking to pioneer the way towards more body 
positive and inclusive women’s lingerie, swimwear, and underwear products. For 

Gella, articles of clothing are more than just fabric, they are expressions of freedom; 
freedom that comes in many different shapes and sizes.

The brand seeks not only to house women's bodies, but to create the comfort of home 
and allow women to tell their stories unhindered by stereotypes. Gella is also the first 
exclusive lingerie brand in Ethiopia known for the diversity of not only its products, but 
its models as well.

Gabriella Hilawe

Gella
DressUp
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http://instagram.com/gellanude/


EatUp

On Bole Rwanda, across the 
street from Diamond Hotel, 

a quaint little establishment has 
recently settled. The attractive 
sign across the door, oddly named 
“Roadside” or “መንገድ ዳር”  in Am-
haric, begged me to enter.It was a 
narrow, outdoor eatery specializ-
ing in pizza, burgers, and lasagnas. 
Very sleek and alluring in its de-
sign, the ambiance invited anyone 
who entered to sit on one of its wall 
sofas and let the afternoon pass 
by. So, I decided to do just that. I 
and the rest of the LinkUp team 
had arrived just in time for lunch, 

Ephratha Kibru

so we consulted with the manager and 
ordered a few dishes.

While I waited, I had an apple and carrot 
juice. I had never had a combination of the 
two, so it sparked my curiosity. I didn’t know 
what to expect, but a taste revealed it was a 
cold and sweet drink. It was thin and sweet, 
but not so sweet it could be saccharine, just 
sweet enough. It was also very fresh and 
seemed to be the ultimate pick-me-up. I could 
imagine its great use as a hangover remedy. 

Soon after I finished the juice, the two 
pizzas we ordered arrived. The first was 
named "Spice Road" and was a beautiful 
sight to behold. I took hold of a slice and had 
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""Roadside" is a project 
undertaken by "Entoto 
Beth Artisan," a social 
business that creates 
jewelry and other 
ornaments from 
recycled materials, 
attempting to empower 
the underprivileged 
craftswomen of Entoto 
Mountain in the 
process.

a bite. The first thing I noticed was how 
stringy the mozzarella was, indicating 
its freshness. It was mild and delicate 
in its very nature, and I loved it. The 
tomato sauce that acted as a base was 
also wonderful; a bright-red puree. It 
oozed richness while simultaneously 
maintaining that the spices it was infused 
with were kept subtle. The Milano spiced 
salami was thinly sliced but still fatty 
in taste. The blend of minced beef and 
ham was fine-grained and bursting 
with flavor. It was no wonder this was 
among the most popular cured meats 
in the world. The bright green basil the 
pizza was topped with added a nice 
contrast in color and also provided a 
subtle peppery taste that went well 
with the rest of the ingredients. The 
crust this was all resting on was thin but 
crunchy or flaky. All in all, I could safely 
say I enjoyed a genuine Italian taste. 

The next pizza I tried was a veggie-
dominant pizza titled "Road Garden". Its 
main ingredients were an assortment of 
garden vegetables and mushrooms. The 
vegetables included spinach, zucchini, 
and carrots. They were all fresh, and 
even though I normally don’t enjoy 

cooked carrots, I was pleasantly 
surprised here. The mushrooms 
were also wonderfully seasoned. 
It was all, overall, a good dish—
the taste of all these ingredients 
was neither overwhelming nor 
contrasting. Although I will always 
prefer meat-based pizzas, this 
was still great for a veggie pizza. 

Once done with the pizzas, a cheese 
burger and a virgin strawberry mojito 
made their way to our table. The 
burger’s patty was soft and malleable, 
and the bun it was set in between 
was a nice, home-baked brioche 
bread that was much richer than 
ordinary bread due to the milk, eggs, 
and butter included in it. The cheese 
was gouda. It was slightly smoked, 
giving the normally mild cheese 
some extra flavor. The fries that came 
as a side were seasoned with black 
pepper and such, making them more 
delicious than they would normally 
be. The potatoes were also fried 
with the skin still on, a choice that 
added visual character to the dish. It 
was, all in all, a nice meal that nicely 
complemented the virgin mojito – a 

refreshing strawberry-lemon-mint 
creation – I had been sipping all along. 

Once done with my food, I sat 
down with the head chef, Zoran 
Julio, to talk a little bit more about 
Roadside. He tells me the place has 
been open for business for 3–4 
months now, but nothing has been 
announced officially, explaining 
their social media absence. He tells 
me, "We’re waiting to finalize and 
perfect everything before the grand 
opening that is currently planned for 
some time in September." Roadside’s 
grand opening comes alongside 
the grand opening of its sister 
dining spot, "Entoto Restaurant." 
Chef Zoran explains, "Roadside 
is a project undertaken by ‘Entoto 
Beth Artisan’, a social business that 
creates jewelry and other ornaments 
from recycled materials, attempting 
to empower the underprivileged 
craftswomen of Entoto Mountain 
in the process." He continues, "An 
art gallery at the heart of Addis 
seemed like the next best step, and 
so "Entoto Restaurant" was created 
with the intention of offering fine 

dining in a place decked with art. Of 
course, different handcrafted pieces 
would also be available for sale there, as 
the initial purpose of the company was 
never abandoned with these projects. 
" The roadside, it seems, was actually 
not initially planned for. "The area that 
is now Roadside was initially a parking 
area allocated for Entoto next door," Chef 
Zoran tells me, "but then we thought of 
having a place where one could have 
quicker meals such as burgers and 
pizzas while still offering fine dining 
inside." And so, Roadside was born. 
Chef Zoran informs me that he came 
up with the name. "I thought it was 
fun, a carefree kind of name that best 
illustrated the kind of atmosphere we 
were looking to create." Work on the 
projects started a year and a half ago, 
and things have been busy ever since. 
"I personally did the interior design of 
Roadside," he happily informs me. It’s 
clear Chef Zoran’s stake in this business 
far exceeds the kitchen. But his concern 
is still food, first and foremost. He, of 
course, trained all the junior chefs and 
also set the menu. When speaking of 
the ingredients used, he informs me 
that everything is locally sourced but 

made sure to meet international 
standards. "We have a farm with cows 
and everything, so we utilize that to 
the best of our ability," he tells me. 
Our little chat concluded with that. 

Although I was now finished with all 
I had set out to do, leaving Roadside 
now felt like an impossible task. The 
place really was that inviting. But time 
doesn’t stop and wait, unfortunately, 
so I had to bid Roadside farewell 
eventually. I comforted myself 
with the fact that I would surely be 
returning. It would be hard to not 
come back.entire kitchen along with 
a remarkable wood-fired brick oven. 
The kitchen is neat and decorated 
with modern pizza-themed sketches. 
There isn’t a dedicated dining space 
for the pizzeria, but customers can 
sit wherever they please within the 
hotel to enjoy their pizza. Here’s how 
my tasting adventure went.
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Roadside 
Restaurant

"

"Very sleek and 
alluring in its 
design, the 
ambiance invited 
anyone who 
entered to sit on 
one of its wall 
sofas and let the 
afternoon pass by.

"
"It was all, overall, a good dish—the taste 
of all these ingredients was neither 
overwhelming nor contrasting.



ThumbsUp

Eyasu A. Ashenafi 

Bubble Tea Shop

Laboba
It’s Tea Time! You will undoubtedly find it at Laboba!The Collection of Bubble 
Teas with black tea and milk and our Collection of Green Teas with real fruit 
juice are more than simple refreshments; they are part of an experience, a 
culture to be discovered. Let yourself be inspired by our seasonal flavors and 
must-have aromas and experience the superior quality of fresh ingredients, 
as delicious as they are colorful, with an authentic and unique taste. 

Whether it’s for a good vibe cafe or for spilling tea with friends, we embark 
on this great adventure that is Laboba. So, celebrate, indulge, discover, 
and share.

Contact Information

Instagram: @laboba.et
Website: labobaet.com
Location: Bisrate Gebriel International 
School, Addis Ababa
On Google Maps: Yes

Contact Information

Facebook: @Mekina Mekina
Instagram: @littleapp.et
Phone Number: +251 11 557 3640/43/44
Location: Bitweded Baheru Abraham 
Building, 3rd floor, Bole, Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia.
Website: https://little.bz/

Transport

Little Cab  
Little, Kenya's ride-hailing platform, is now operational in Addis 
Ababa., which began in Nairobi in 2016, now operates in four East 
African countries, and has over one million users.downloads. 
Little is best known as a super-app in Kenya because, in addition 
to mobility, it offers Little Corporate, delivery, health features, Little 
Movies, a payment platform, and more, all in one app. Little is one 
of a series of companies following Safaricom into Ethiopia, with a 
promise to develop technological solutions for transportation issues 
with a USD 5 million investment into the country. Little Ethiopia 
has launched their corporate services and retail operations. Look 
out for their specially branded vehicles on our streets!

Contact Information

Facebook: CHAKA COFFEE
Instagram: chaka_coffee 
Telephone: : +251 91 120 2888
Website: www.chaka-coffee.com
Location: about 200 meters from Friendship 
mall 

ThumbsUp
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Chill lounge

Chaka coffee
Their restaurant and lounge, located at the heart of Bole, is 
also available as a venue if you are looking to host a private 
party, an event, or birthdays. The space is ideal for intimate 
company dinners, product launches, private gatherings and 
parties, or even if you are looking to celebrate and gather with 
family and friends.



We were given 
three days 
to submit a 
proposal for 
Entoto Park. My 
father and I had 
to stay up for 
those three days 
to get that done.
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CloseUp

Upon entering the compound 
of Keste Damena’s head-

quarters, I was not surprised to 
be greeted by what was obvious-
ly a factory, but a factory with a 
chic, modern, tech-bro reminis-
cent touch. The deeper I went, 
closer to Yehdego Abeselom’s of-
fice (everyone calls him Bobby, 
btw), the deeper this impression 
got. While waiting and perusing 
the bookshelf, I was surprised to 
see everything from the Clinical 
Dictionary of Neurology to David 
Icke’s extraterrestrial, secret, dark 
organization conspiracy books 
to entrepreneurship, almost self-
help books. Eclectic. My conver-

Yegeta Tsegaye Telila

My father... was 
really an artist. His 
whole life he was 
creating this and 
that or the other, 
and I grew up 
watching all of it 
unfold.

"

"

I ... think (my mother) was 
probably more ambitious 
than my father was, and 
that it was her influence 
that got him where he did. 
It certainly is for me.

"

"

The measures we took at 
[Jolly] created the culture 
that turned it into one of 
the hottest places in Addis 
for almost five to six years. 
It probably was the hottest 
place at one point.

"

"

A Businessman by Career an Artist by Heart

Yehdego 
’Bobby’ Abeselom

sation with the man behind this loca-
tion went more or less along the same 
lines. Here we go.

Q: Was your upbringing, as the 
eldest child of one of the biggest 
entrepreneurs in Ethiopia, the reason 
you pursued a career in business?

While it may seem that way looking 
at where I am now, I actually did not 
have this intention as concretely set as 
it would appear. I studied film in college, 
in a small school in California’s Orange 
County called Chapman University, 
and my passion then, and still now, is 
really film and cinema. As the eldest 
child of a family that has a well-

Q: Are there any memorable pieces 
of your father that live rent-free in 
your head?

Yes, there was one that he created 
that still impresses me due to its 
scale. It was a metal sculpture of 
the globe, hollowed out inside for 
three athletes to stand in as they 
went on their victory parade across 
the city. The level of detail and 
intricacy on one hand, and the size 
and scale on the other, are the best 
illustrations of his life and work to me. 

Aside from his own creations, he 
was also very supportive of art in 
every sense, whether it was music, 
performance art, or anything he 
could.

Q: This artistic side is something 
you obviously share as well, as you 
not only studied film, but you also 
directed a highly acclaimed movie. 
What was that like?

Well, the movie happened shortly 
after I graduated from college. I 
finished, came back, and had the 
mentality that I was going to work 
in the family business. That didn’t 
immediately start as the project for 
the film happened and that was all 
shot in Los Angeles, so I was not 
physically here to get involved in 
the business. The film is called 13 
Months of Sunshine, and it was the 
first Ethiopian film to screen at Edna 
Mall, then Matti Multiplex Cinema 

Hall. The reasoning at the time for 
this, for my film being the first, was 
that the standard fit the standard 
that the company was trying to set. 

Before approving, they had a number of 
expert Ethiopian filmmakers evaluate 
the film, and their recommendation to 
screen it, along with their appreciation 
for the work that had been done, was 
encouraging enough to show me 
that this was something that I would 
definitely return to.

Q: Why didn’t you continue with 
that since you were already gaining 
steam?

Jolly happened. Well, not immediately. 
At first, I was kind of stuck, looking for 
the next project. The funny story about 
Jolly is that my father actually opened 
it back in 1959 and closed it after 
more than twenty years because he 
became religious and started seeing 
that kind of business as immoral. For 
me, though, the idea of my dad, being 
that young, trying to establish himself, 
running a bar, hanging out with the 
"cool" people of the time at night, was 
a nostalgic thing, so I wanted to do an 
ode to that and started renovations 
in 2010. That is why I kept the name 
too, even though many people 
thought it was too old-fashioned. 

Of course, there was nothing old-
fashioned about what we were trying 
to bring with us to Jolly. That’s why we 
made a big deal of the 25+ age limit for 

We plan on opening it back up by the 
start of 2023 with multiple layers, if 
you will, for those that want to work; 
those that want to practice their craft; 
and those that simply want to have 
a place with good vibes to hang out 
and have a few beers. There will be 
different musical performances; 
poetry and other presentations of 
creative writing; different foods and 
drinks; and a cool, funky vibe at all 
times. The primary audience would 
be university students given Jolly’s 
location at the heart of the city’s 
education district, but I don’t see it 
becoming a space that’s limited like 
that. Except for working hours, unlike 
the old Jolly, it will only be open till 
midnight at most.

Q: But then again, where will the rest 
of us go?

I have no clue, but you gotta get outta 
here. Which, side note, I think is an 
issue in this country in terms of how 
people can get attached to a place 
to the point that they forget that the 
people that run it are human too and 
might not want to stay the entire 
night working on a Saturday night. 
But we’re going to be strict about this 
and even maybe have policies like 
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sending people back if they come thirty 
minutes before closing or the kitchen 
will close at ten or something along 
those lines to ensure that we keep the 
intended energy of the place. A groovy, 
definitely not a party vibe.

Q: That sounds like the same thing 
you’ve been doing with Keste Damena/
Rainbow; keeping the name and the 
essence of the brand while infusing 
it with a more trendy, current vibe. Is 
that part of your business approach?

I believe in respecting the brand, yes. 
Just like I kept the name Jolly, I don’t 
think anyone would ever consider 
changing the name of Enrico or any 
other well-established brand that has 
developed a personality of its own, 
which is the reason for its success 
in the first place. We even had some 
controversy regarding the name 
Rainbow as an official name for the 
brand, as there were some that thought 
that we were changing the name from 
the Amharic to the English version. 
Couple that with our education in 
the United States and there really 
were people that thought we were 
promoting an LGBTQ+ agenda. Little 
did they know that it was my father 
who actually named it Rainbow, and 

he was very much Rainbow. 
Instead of choosing that hill as the 
one to die on, however, I decided 
to promote both and strengthen 
the Keste Damena abbreviation, 
KD. This is why we have Kinetic 
Dawn coming up and why most 
of our online presence now is KD. 

And I think there is value in that, 
in being able to tweak things to fit 
the context that you need them 
to fit into without changing their 
essence. That in itself is an art, I 
think. Moreover, it’s also respect for 
the work of those that came before 
that was and remains successful 
and is the reason you have that 
opportunity to begin with.

Q: How about your mother, who 
is also shifting gears?Most of the 
focus on your life trajectory, I 
imagine, is on your dad since he 
was a highly popular figure, but 
tell us a bit about your mum.

My mum was a legend, really. 
There is a story I actually want to 
share that I think highlights that in 
a way that descriptions can’t. There 
is this painting that hangs in Jolly's. 
It was a painting I commissioned 

men. Everyone tries to do that now, 
but we started it, and I know a lot of 
people don’t like that, but sometimes 
you have to have policies like that to 
maintain a certain level of comfort 
for everyone involved. That, and 
other measures we took, created the 
culture that turned it into one of the 
hottest places in Addis for almost 
five to six years. It was probably 
the hottest place at one point. 

It slowed down, however, because 
shisha became a big thing, and I did 
not want to be involved in illegal or 
under the table stuff. Many people do 
it here, but I didn't really want to do 
that. Mix that in with all the hot places 
opening up across the city and other 
internal factors, and we slowly had to 
retire. My father’s illness also required 
me to step up more and more with 
Keste Damena, so that factored into 
the slow fade of Jolly as well.

Q: Do you plan on coming back to 
Jolly like in the film, or is that one 
and done?

Not at all. We still own the space, and 
we are currently working to turn it 
into a coworking, entertainment, and 
lounge space to serve as a daytime 
hub for creatives all across the city. 
There are a number of similar spaces 
popping up across the city, and I think 
that kind of diversity is what the city 
needs desperately. I personally am 
very excited about the things that 
are going to be happening there. 

established, large-scale business, 
however, I had to adapt throughout 
the years to be able to fit into that 
role even though the likelihood 
of that trajectory had had the 
opposite effect in the beginning. 

I would even go as far as to say that 
my father had the same path in that 
he was really an artist; his whole life 
he was creating this and that or the 
other, and I grew up watching all of it 
unfold. It was this skill that brought 
him into the business world, and I 
think the same applies to me, albeit 
in a different manner. I did study 
business for a semester, but that 
definitely was not my thing.

from Samuel Lema a few years 
back to honor some of the most 
important figures in Ethiopian 
pop culture, including Tilahun 
Gessesse, Haile Gebreselassies, 
and even Bob Marley. The 
painting featured twelve people 
in total and was based on the Last 
Supper; as you might expect, it 
was highly controversial, but my 
intention was to venerate these 
people rather than disrespect 
or make light of any tradition. 

My father was also among these 
people, and he requested to be 
removed. I did not like it, of course, 
but I also had no say in the matter 
as it was his likeness and image. 
Similarly, Laureate Afework Tekle, 
even though he appreciated the 
gesture, requested to be removed, 
and I had to honour his wish 
even though he passed away two 
months later, before the change 
had been made. At this point, I 
was stuck. I had lost two of the 
figures in the painting; the first 
was tolerable as my father had 
been painted standing, whispering 
into the ears of the Laureate. But 
with both removed, there was 
too big a space to leave empty. 

After a lot of deliberation, I decided 
that I had really overlooked one 
of the most important people, 
especially if I was including my 
father in such a prominent role; my 

mother. The lack of opposition from all 
sides attests to the wisdom of that idea.
That is how important my mother is to 
me and was to everyone around her. 
I even think she was probably more 
ambitious than my father and that it 
was her influence that got him where 
he did. It certainly is for me.

Q: What’s next, then? Where is your 
creative ambition taking you now?

With the launch of Kinetic Dawn Media, 
I would say that both myself and the 
empire we are trying to build are taking 
concrete steps in the creative direction. 
Kinetic means relating to or resulting 
from motion; the name Kinetic Dawn 
is meant to signify creative energy and 
motion heading towards the dawn of a 
new era in entertainment. 
 
The night is darkest just before dawn 
but with just a little spice that is always 
spinning in creative motion, we believe 
the dawn will be brightest when you 
step into our world. In this sense our 
main focus will be on driving African 
narratives and stories without bias. To 
thise end we have launched projects 
with musical talents like Dibekulu 
Tafesse, the lead singer of Jano Band 
and one of the top talents in the country.  

We want to produce new and exciting 
music with different genres from 
classic Ethiopian tunes to electronic 
music to pop, hip-hop, and much more.  
Ultimately, Kinetic Dawn’s mission is 

to become that one stop shop 
for artists to express themselves 
without compromising their 
existing or potential career 
achievements. 

Q: Sounds like the you’re going 
to be coming at the youth angle 
from many different sides with 
the range of both Jolly and Kinetic 
Dawn.

Yes and that is not all. In addition 
to being a media company, Kinetic 
Dawn also invests in startups. 
We have already invested in 
one startup that is launching in 
November; I think this company 
will make waves. Other companies 
are also in talks with us and we 
are always open to conversing 
with any company that thinks we 
would be good partners.  

Kinetic is all about motion and 
synergy and connecting dots; 
finding the right people at the right 
time. To us life is the definition 
of kinetic energy at play so we 
encourage startups to talk to 
us and if we believe our visions 
align and the flame burns on both 
sides, then KDM will jump in head 
first. Our guiding principle is that 
when we ascend and emerge 
TOGETHER, it will be the Dawn 
of a new era.



Info Dive

There is the currently hilarious and overused stereotype of how Africans or people of African descent 
don’t take part in any extreme sports or activities. We like to swim in warm pools, drive in comfortable 

cars, and you’ll never catch us mountain climbing or paragliding. But here’s the thing about stereotypes: they 
are impossible to really wrap your head around until you say them out loud. And you realize that literally 
90 percent of the world’s population would fit the above descriptions I have given. At any rate, don’t let these 
moronic classifications hold you back because there is a lot to see in Africa. Maybe start in a nice comfy tent. 
Here are the top five camping locations across Africa. 

Alula Abadi

Tenting in Paradise

Hell's Gate Gorge 
and National Park, 
Kenya

There are three amazing camping sites found within 
this national park, which include: Endachata, Ol Dubai, 
and Naiburta. You will get an opportunity to explore 
this area and appreciate the unique naturally formed 
geographical formations, which include: volcanic 
land formations and high red cliffs. Don’t miss out on 
exploring the grasslands filled with different types of 
wild animals.
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Tsiribihina River, 
Madagascar.

Madagascar is famous for its otherworldly landscapes and unique 
wildlife that you won’t see anywhere else on earth. Taking a boat trip 
and camping along the remote Tsiribihina River is an experience 
you’ll never forget and one that gives you an authentic look into the 
Malagasy way of life. The scenery is very peaceful as you slowly 
float down the river. A highlight is taking a refreshing dip under a 
beautiful waterfall that can only be accessed by boat. Each night, your 
boat crew will set up a tent for you on the sandbank among other 
tourists that are traveling by boat. Dinner is served on the boat and 
is usually finished off with some ginger infused rum and Malagasy 
music around the campfire. It is a worthwhile trip.

Lake Malawi, 
Malawi

Malawi is a landlocked country tucked in between 
Tanzania, Zambia, and Mozambique with its very own 
"inland sea". Lake Malawi runs north to south along almost 
the full length of the country and offers some wonderful 
camping opportunities with jaw-dropping views aplenty. 
While there are no traditional campsites in Malawi, the entire 
length of the lake is dotted with sporadic accommodation 
options. Everything from hostels to luxurious safari lodges, 
and many of these places have camping spaces available. 
The same is true of the area around popular hiking and 
climbing spot Mount Mulanje, with all accommodations 
allowing you to pitch up a ground tent for the night.

The Sahara Desert, 
Morocco

When it comes to camping in Africa, Morocco is 
definitely a recommended stop on the travel bucket 
list. Moroccans know how to turn an overnight stay in 
the Sahara Desert into an unforgettable experience. 
The adventure starts in the village facing the dunes. 
Normally, travelers are offered the opportunity to leave 
their cars in the parking lots of the local kasbahs and 
reach camps in the desert either by 4x4s or by camels. 
And if that's not good enough, you may try glamping. 
Glamping includes an overnight stay in a luxurious tent 
with a big bedroom and a private bathroom, as well as 
wi-fi in the tent, electrical outlets, and many other things 
that make a stay in the desert highly comfortable.

Whispering Palms, 
Uganda

Even though the name seems a bit ominous, this location 
is safe from ghosts and located within Fort Portal. This 
amazing campsite is owned by a seventy-year old Ugandan 
who grew up and managed several hotels across the 
continent before retiring to open up this private campsite. 
Its grounds comprise a beautiful forest, several hiking 
trails, as well as a fish pond. The campsite is clean and well 
maintained, offering a great stopover for an overnight camp, 
especially during a long drive across western Uganda.



What'sUp

Elgel Hotel and Spa
Amanu Teriessa

Addis Ababa is not only Ethiopia’s 
but also Africa’s diplomatic cen-

ter, and as is expected from a city this 
important, there are a lot of standards 
it must maintain, one of which is hav-
ing an ample number of hotels that 
provide premium service. In the past 
few years, the number of four-star ho-
tels has been gently rising. Among the 
newly opened ones, we were invited 
to visit Elgel Hotel and Spa.

The first thing that strikes a guest 
that just comes across the hotel is 
the unfamiliar and initially hard to 
pronounce name: Elgel. I had as-
sumed its roots were in a language 
that I did not recognize. However, I 
later found out that it is a shortened 
version of ‘ኤልያስ የገነት ልጅ’. It was 
then soon revealed that the homage 
to motherhood is not just in the name 
or the marketing tagline of the hotel 

(which says’ ‘Motherhood & Ser-
vice, It All Begins Here! ’): it perme-
ates all aspects of the hotel’s front. 

The initial impression when walk-
ing into the hotel is of surprise at the 
fact that the hotel opened its doors 
a mere two years ago. When this is 
contrasted against the older, more 
cemented feel of the aesthetic, it is 
obvious that the specific direction 
the hotel’s image has taken is a very 
consciously designed one. Even 
the scent corroborates this strange 
but wonderful dichotomy of be-
ing old and state-of-the-art at once. 

Elgel is a four-star hotel that ful-
fills all of the requirements for 
the standard. Concierge ser-
vices, fine dining, a swimming 
pool, a high-class fitness center, 

excellent room service, valet park-
ing, day spas, a playground, etc; 
You name it; they probably have it. 

As expected, their rooms come in 
three tiers, and almost all of them 
have views that are completely stun-
ning. Overlooking the children’s play-
ground on the border of the hotel, 
the gorgeous green mountain fills 
the view. On the base of the moun-
tain is a huge river whose presence 
was magnitudes more pronounced 
because of the heavy rainfall the 
past few weeks. The rooms them-
selves are just as pleasant to the eyes. 
With a distinct dark color pallet, the 
artwork decorating the walls gives 
each room a unique personality. 

We then toured the meeting, confer-
ence, and lunch party rooms. One of 
the party rooms was built outside, 
making the option of having a small 
outdoor party available to customers. 
While on the first floor, the restaurant 
at the dining areas grants a view of 
the entrance of the hotel along with 
the lobby. The swimming pool is just 
up to par: it is electronically heated to 
only a few degrees below the body 
temperature, making it perfectly 
relaxing. The spa has a great mas-
sage, sauna, and steam service, too. 

On the other hand, the hotel has a 
dining area specializing in tradi-

tional Ethiopian food. The tradi-
tional restaurant, decorated with 
huge slabs of wood that have art 
engraved into them and built 
using beautifully shaped river 
stones, was perhaps the most vi-
sually pleasing section of the en-
tire hotel. Next to the restaurant 
is a small but pleasant juice bar, 
with the fresh fruits that they use 
laid out in racks in front, giving it 
the feel of a farmer’s market. The 
most eye-catching section in this 
area, though, is the playground. 
Although essential for a large hotel 
in a large city, it is surprising how 
uncommon playgrounds are in 
even large hotels. At Elgel, a large 
area is dedicated to children’s play. 

All in all, even though it says a lot 
about our city that we are mention-
ing the fact that when some hotels 
say that they are four-star, they are 
actually right, it is still very appro-
priate to recognize and discuss the 
loads of work that went into build-
ing a hotel as grand as Elgel Hotel 
and Spa.
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It was then soon 
revealed that 
the homage to 
motherhood is not 
just in the name 
or the marketing 
tagline of the 
hotel (which says' 
Motherhood & 
Service, It All 
Begins Here! ’): 
it permeates all 
aspects of the 
hotel's front.

"

"

The initial impression when 
walking into the hotel is of 
surprise at the fact that the 
hotel opened its doors a mere 
two years ago.

"

"
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ListenUp

We’ve all heard of “heavy met-
al” and it is by far the most 

misunderstood genre of all time. 
People hear loud yelling, impossi-
ble guitar riffs, and a deep, quasi-de-
monic voice, and they immediately 
push it to the side as aggressive or 
loud. And it is, but I’m here to tell 
you that it is a method of expres-
sion that has spawned so many 
works of art and helped many ex-
press emotions that can only be 
yelled out. And one of the major 
genres inspired by this mothership 
of a genre is crossover thrash. A 
spiritual grandson to Heavy met-
al and a sibling to  trash metal. As 
opposed to heavy metal, trash is 
a bit more aggressive and it ap-
peared in the early 80’s. A bit later, 
a lot of hardcore bands started to 
employ a few musical elements 

Alula Abadi

that were common in trash, hence 
“Crossover-Trash”. In fact, shortly 
after this, trash metal went on to in-
fluence “Death Metal”. But enough 
about that. We’re for crossover and 
to be fair. Crossover thrash, or cross-
over, is a form of thrash metal that 
contains more hardcore punk ele-
ments than standard thrash. While 
thrash metal is heavily influenced by 
hardcore punk, the overall sound of 
crossover thrash is more punk-influ-
enced yet more metal-sounding and 
aggressive than traditional hardcore 
punk and thrashcore. The term was 
coined by the band D.R.I. with their 
album Crossover, released in 1987.

That is basically where the name 
originated. The term “crossover” is 
simply based on the metaphor of 
crossing over from one genre into 

but three things. And those are 
the three food groups of rock. 

Riffs: The heavy guitar riffing 
from thrash metal and hardcore 
punk is a natural element of cross-
over thrash. Speed is also a factor, 
but musicians attack it with an 
attention to technical proficien-
cy that may be missing from 
some hardcore punk guitarists. 

 Vocals: Vocalists shout or spit lyr-
ics in a manner that links cross-
over thrash to its punk roots. 

 Vocal style: Record production 
for crossover metal focuses 
on capturing the intensity of 
the musicians over aesthetics. 
However, songs tend to run 

longer than punk tracks, giv-
en the slightly slower tempo 
favored by crossover metal. 

Crossover is on a completely 
different plain. These days, as 
we all know, genre is dying. Most 
music can be blended into each 
other and “flavor” is more import-
ant than anything else. Crossover 
and Metal are genres that prom-
ise to burn bright in this cold and 
desolate wasteland of taste and 
genre death and with prophets 
like Lawnmower Deth and Car-
nivore in charge, the Crossover 
flavor will stay alive and conse-
quently, musical flavor will stay 
alive. But at the end of the day, 
The grim nature of Genre death 
is what makes Thrash, Metal and 
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Crossover so essential and yet, 
Shockingly still, so very Ignored.
come close but at the end of the 
day, Easy Listening never really 
gets any justice in these times of 
trap and pop.

That being said, hopefully, we 
can all rest assured that there are 
still some surviving fans of this 
calm and soothing genre. I cer-
tainly am one and whoever you 
are, as you read this, I ask you to 
give that old sound a close listen. 
Give it Time, You might just like it.  

the other, thus capturing artists 
that operate within the tran-
sition zone between thrash 
metal and hardcore punk. 
With the metaphor comes the 
conception of directionality, 
such that the genre is applied 
to hardcore and crust punk 
artists who have crossed 
over into thrash metal terri-
tory, such as D.R.I., Discharge, 
The Exploited, The Accüsed, 
Agnostic Front, and Suicidal 
Tendencies, as well as thrash 
metal artists who crossed over 
into hardcore punk territory. 

So, we have established where 
crossover came from, but 
we haven’t discussed what 
makes it unique. It’s not one 
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Until the World Goes 



ReadUp

It’s July, and in Addis, that means the rainy season is in full swing. I have been lucky this summer to escape 
the rainy days by traveling to sunny places, but I have not always been lucky to escape in the physical 

form, so instead I have escaped through reading books that help me find joy and happiness. There are 
plenty of books out there to keep boredom at bay and to inject one with a dose or two of hope, happiness, 
and joy during those long, rainy days that seem endless. Below is a list of some of my favorite escape reads:

1. Don't Overthink It: Make Easier 
Decisions, Stop Second-Guessing, and 
Bring More Joy to Your Life
by  Anne Bogel

2. The Power of Positive No: How to Say 
No and Still Get to Yes
by William Ury

3. The Keeper of Lost Things
by Ruth Hogan

4. The Joy of Small Things
by Hannah Parkinson

5. The Midnight Library
by Matt Haig

Anne is one of my favorite bloggers/podcasters and I highly 
recommend her podcast "What Should I Read Next?" for some great 
literary recommendations. The book is written in Anne’s trademark 
easy-going, conversational style and is pure gold in my opinion. As a 
chronic overthinker, I loved this book, but don’t make the mistake of 
thinking this book is only for overthinkers. At its heart, it’s a book to 
help anyone who wants to live a more joyful and abundant life with 
so many nuggets of wisdom. For me, the most beneficial parts were 
the chapters on using your values to help clarify your objectives.As 
a perpetual planner, I also appreciated the reminder about building 
in schedules, not just to plan for the bad, but to do it in preparation for 
positive opportunities that arise.

Musical Pairing:  "Joy" by King and Country just fires shots of joy into 
me every time I hear it. The lyrics, the beats, the voice... pure joy, joy,joy!!!!!!!!

"No" is sometimes the hardest word to say, but also the most 
necessary. How many of us have heard ourselves say yes to the wrong 
things? How many times have we wished we could summon the 
courage to turn down things that do not bring us joy?This book is an 
instruction manual on using the power of a little word to get healthy, 
rid yourself of bad relationships, embrace abundance, and ultimately 
say yes to yourself.Can "no" actually mean "yes"? Yes, it can, according 
to William Ury in The Power of a Positive No: How to Say No and Still 
Get to Yes.

Musical Pairing:  "No, No, No" by Destiny’s Child is an obvious 
song choice here! Who better to lead us on a mantra of saying "No" than 
Beyonce herself?

Once in a while, a book comes along that feels a little sweet, a little 
mysterious, quirky, sad, humorous, warm, and you just can’t put it 
down! There are two story lines, with the present-day story featuring 
Laura, divorced, feeling like she spent years letting her parents down, 
now working happily as an assistant for Anthony Peardew, a successful 
writer and a keeper of lost things. Heavy on Anthony's heart, aside 
from the fact that his fiance died many years ago, before they could 
get married, was that he lost something very dear to her the day she 
died. That loss, both losses, led him to the obsessive and meticulous 
collecting of lost things in the hopes that his lost things would be found 
and cared for also. The Keeper of Lost Things is an enchanting story 
about love, loss, friendship, and healing. A wonderful cast of endearing, 
quirky characters made this book a pleasure to read!

 
Musical Pairing: I love all things Maroon 5, but "Lost" is perhaps my 

go to song when I am thinking or trying to find solace in a song. What a 
balm for those days when you just want a spark of joy!

A wonderful, short read that fosters gratitude and joy!

 The author is so funny and relatable in this book, it's been great fun 
going through it. Hannah Parkinson shows the reader her affection for 
everyday moments and interactions with descriptions of mundane 
things that bring her joy as a great reminder that happiness can be 
found in so many everyday moments. She's witty and her observations 
are so on point that you thoroughly enjoy the book from one small 
chapter to the next. A gorgeous read, full of all the good things in life 
without being corny, and I loved the style of writing where wit meets 
sarcasm in a beautiful way.

 
Musical Pairing: "Beautiful Life" by the one and only Michael 

Kiwanuka is a wonderful pairing with this book. The melody and voice 
are so soothing and transport you to another place and time... a place 
and time filled with joy!

This summer is a time of reflection for me as I look back at all the 
decisions I made in life that have led me to this point and move on 
to make new life decisions as I settle into a new decade of life. This 
book spoke to me and was the perfect catalyst for these decisions. 
The midnight library is magical. For a start, the library has a limitless 
number of books, and these books are far from ordinary. Haig sprinkles 
gold dust in each book, offering Nora the opportunity to see how her 
life would have turned out if each and every decision at every point in 
her life had been different. The books illustrate the endless possibilities 
that life holds for Nora and all of us. In this novel, Haig offers a touching 
narrative that speaks of the joys to be found in living, attained through 
Nora's eyes as she tries to untangle what really matters in life, putting 
life in context and perspective with all its ongoing changes and 
complexities, and an understanding that life is perfect in spite of all of it.

 
Musical Pairing:  A library is the happiest place on earth and Pharell 

Williams " Happy" in my opinion is the happiest song on earth. What 
do you get when you put them both together ? Magical and out of the 
world happiness!

Haben Woldu

Joyful Reads
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In partnership with Link Up Addis, the “Addis Arts Karta” 
brings together user-friendly information about the exciting 

network of galleries and craft stores based in the city of Addis 
Ababa. 

The 25 locations listed here can be easily found on 
googlemaps and have regular opening hours. First launched in 
2019, the “Addis Arts Karta” is an ongoing initiative which aims 
to contribute to the growing cultural economy of Addis Ababa, 
facilitating information for visitors  and fostering connections 
between art lovers and artists. 

Enjoy! 

Addis Arts Karta
Comments or suggestions?
 Email addisartskarta@gmail.com 

Concept: Adriana Telles Ribeiro
Design: Nadezhda Bobyleva
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Hotels in Addis

Hyatt Regency 
Addis Ababa

Location: Meskel Square 
Contact No: +251 11 517 1234
Website: www.hyatt.com

Star: 

Intercontinental 
Hotel

Location: Kazanchis 
Contact No: +251 11 518 0444
Website: http://intercontinentaladdis.
com/

Star: 

Ramada 
Hotel

Location: Africa Street
Contact No: +251 11 639 3131

Website: https://www.
ramadaaddis.com/

Star: 

Sapphire 
Addis 
Location: Namibia Street
Contact No: +251 639 3907
Website: https://www.
sapphireaddishotel.com/

Star: 

Hilton Hotel: 
Addis Ababa

Location: Minilik II Street
Contact No: +251 11 517 0000
Website: addisababa.hilton.com 

Star: 

Best Western 
Plus Addis 
Ababa
Location: Namibia Street (Across 
Morning Star Mall)
Contact No: +251 11 667 1414
Website: www.
bwplusaddisababa.com

Star: 

Golden 
Tulip

Location: Bole Road
Contact No: +251 116 18 33 33

Website: https://addis-
ababa.goldentulip.com/

Star: 

Capital Hotel 
and Spa

Location: Haile G/silassie Avenue
Contact No: +251 116 19 2000
Website: https://capitalhotelandspa.
com/

Star: 

Ethiopian 
Skylight Hotel

Location: Taytu Street

Email: reservation@
ethiopianskylighthotel.com
Contact No:  +251 11 6818181 or 
                                  +251 11 6176389

Star: 

Sheraton 
Addis: Luxury 
Collection
Location: Taytu Street
Contact No: +251 11 517 1717

Website: https://www.
marriott.com/hotels/travel/
addlc-sheraton-addis-a-
luxury-collection-hotel-addis-
ababa/
Star: 

City Guide
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Cafe & Pastries

Tomocca

Location: Namibia Street (Next 
to Bole Medhanialem), Piassa 
Across Eliana Hotel

Contact No: +251 93 007 8086

Closes at: 8:00PM

Customer Rating: 4.8/5

Chaka Coffee

Location: Africa Avenue

Contact No: +251 91 120 2888

Closes at: 9:00PM

Customer Rating: 4.4/5

Dumerso 
Coffee

Location: South Africa Street 
(Bisrate Gabriel)

Contact No: +251 320 3973

Closes at: 8:30PM

Customer Rating: 4.8/5

Cascara Coffee 
& Cocktails

Location: Meskel Square (Inside 
Hyatt Regency)

Contact No: +251 11 517 1234

Closes at: 12:00AM

Customer Rating: 5.0/5

Bilos Cafe & 
Pastry
Location: Next to Millennium Hall

Contact No: +251 93 003 3177

Closes at: 8:30PM

Customer Rating: 4.4/5

Bake and Brew
Location: Bole, infront of Tele 
next to Rungo liquor store

Contact No: +251 11 835 9698
                                 +251 91 015 1248

Closes at: 8:00PM

Customer Rating: 4.3/5

Website: bakeandbrewaddis.com

Tryst Addis

Location: Olympia (on the way 
from Dembel City Center to 
Bambis)

Contact No: +251 94 406 1818

Closes at: 7:00PM

Customer Rating: 4.4/5

YA Coffee 
Roasters
Location: CMC Road, Next to 
Gesund Cardiac Hospital

Contact No: +251 92 795 7171

Closes at:  -

Customer Rating: 4.9/5

Feresula 
Coffee

Location: Africa Street

Contact No: +251 96 641 1151

Closes at:  6:00pm

Customer Rating: 5.0/5

Your choices for the best Ethiopian Coffee Experience
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Coworking Spaces

Restaurants

Italian restaurants

iceaddis
Location: Bole, Near Hayat 
Hospital, Zewdu Bldg. 5th floor

Contact: www.iceaddis.com
                        contact@iceaddis.com
                        +251 11 667 4804

Services: High speed wifi, standing 
desks, been bags, printer, scanner, 
projector, microphone, kitchen, 
free parking

Starting Rates : 380ETB/day

Blue Space
Location: Namibia Street, Grace 
Plaza 4th Floor, near Atlas Hotel

Contact: www.bluespace.work
                         info@bluspace.work

Services: High speed wifi, working 
desks, printer, scanner, projector, 
relax zone, kitchen

Starting Rates : 350ETB/day

Xhub Addis
Location: Cameroon Street, 
Morning Star Mall 5th Floor

Contact: http://xhubaddis.com/
                        working/
                        info@xhubaddis.com
                       +251 91 170 1361

Services: Wifi, free photocopy/
print (30 pages)

Starting Rates : 250ETB/day

Abro
Coworking 
Space
Location: Namibia Street

Contact: https://abro-co-working-           
                        space.business.site/
                        +251 911 11 0742

Services: Wifi, photocopy/print, 
desk, chair

Starting Rates : 250ETB/day

If you are thinking to explore international and cultural cuisine Addis has 
to offer, here are a few you may consider.

Affordable spaces for startups looking for spaces to 
work and for business people in Addis for a short or 
long-term stay

Agnese 
Restaurant

Mama Mia 
Italian 
Restaurant

Castelli Italian 
Restaurant

Bella Pizza & 
Pasta

Dok 
Restaurant

Location: Old Airport

Location: Piassa, 
Mahatama-Gandhi Street, 
in front of Mohamud 
Music Shop

Location: Next to Mele 
Zenawi Foundation, DAR 
Sahara Street

Location: Bole 
Medhanialem, Near 
Abyssinia Mall

Location: Next to Bole Medhane 
Alem Church on Cameroon Street 
between Zemen Bank &Abyssinia 
Bank

Contact: +251 98 048 3824

Contact: +251 11 557 1757
Contact: +251 92 900 2218

Contact: +251 94 141 5422

Contact: +25195 399 2126
Working Hours: Mon - Sun: 
08:00 am - 12:00 pm
Website: www.dokrestaurantaddis.
com/
Email: dokrestaurant1@gmail.com
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Ethiopian
 Cultural restaurants

Middle Eastern & 
Mediterranean restaurants

Modern
Restaurants

Yod 
Abyssinia 
Cultural 
Restaurant

Desalech 
Kitfo

Aladdin 
Restaurant

Fendika 
Cultural 
Center

The
Kitchen

Dashen 
Traditional 
Restaurant

Bait Al 
Mandi

Totot
2000 
Habesha 
Cultural 
Restaurant

Istanbul 
Restaurant

Location: Carl Square, Sar Bet

Location: Africa Avenue, 
behind Skylight Hotel

Location: Off Bole Road, 
near Japanese Embassy 
Residence

Location: Anbessa Garage, In Front 
of World Vision, Bole Sub city, Addis 
Ababa, Ethiopia.

Location: Namibia St. on 
the way to Atlas, in front of 
Romie Burger

Location: Cameroon Street, 
across Ukranian Embassy

Location: DAR Sahara Street, Near 
Swedish Community School

Location: Mickey Leland/
EU Street

Location: Kazanchis

Location: Meskel Square, 
Inside Hyatt Regency

Contact: +2516612985

Contact: +251 91 123 1859

Contact: +251 11 6614109

Contact: +251 646 0718

Contact: totottraditionalrestaurant.com

Contact: +251 91 151 2590

Website: 2000habesha.com

Contact: +251 910 17 4728

Contact: +251 91 120 1723

Contact: +251 91 151 8903

Known for: Ethiopian food, 
cultural performances

Known for: Ethiopian 
traditional kitfo (minced 
meat)

Known for: Arabian Cuisine

Known for: Turkish cuisine

Golden
Plate
Restaurant

Location: Abssinia Building, 
1st floor Cameroon St

Contact: +251 95 225 5555

Website: goldencatering.net

Known for: Cozy atmosphere, 
cultural performances

Known for: Middle Eastern 
Mediterranean  Cuisine

Known for: Exceptional jazz 
and Ethiopian Azmaris

Known for: Mediterranean 
Cuisine

Contact: +251 91 154  7577

Contact: +251 11 517 1234
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Marketing 
Companies in Addis

Proofit 
Marketing 
Solutions

Location: Cameroon Street, Gulf 
Aziz Building, 2nd Floor

Contact No: +251 953 42 77 97                                  
info@proofit.com

Ttree 
Advertising
Location: Cape Verde Street, KT 
Building, 3rd Floor

Contact No: +251 118 21 2112
               info@ttreeadvertising.com
              ttreeadvertising.com

251 
Communications
Location: Gabon Street, Aster 
Plaza, 3rd Floor

Contact No: +251 116 63 0182
info@251communications.com
https://251communications.com

Spotlight 
Ethiopia

Location: Africa Avenue, 
DH Geda Tower, 7th Floor

Contact No: +251 913 98 6445
           https://spotlightplc.com

Zeleman 
Communications
Location: Africa Avenue, Snap 
Plaza, Snap Plaza, 10th floor

Contact No: +251 116 63 2800
                     info@zeleman.com
                    htttps://zeleman.com

Cactus 
Communications
Location: Africa Avenue, 
Bedesta Building, 4th floor

Contact No: +251 115 54 4901
info@cactusethiopia.com
http:// cactusethiopia.com/

Berry 
Advertising

Orangeswitch 
Creative 
Agency

Location: Cameroon Street, Gulf 
Aziz Building, 3rd Floor

Location: Bole Medhanealem, 
WoldeFikir Building, 3rd Floor

Contact No: +251 930 07 8086
www.berryethiopia.com

Contact No: +251 116 723 030
Email: Hello@orangeswitch.com
Website: www.orangeswitch.com

Eternal Media & 
Communication
Location: Gabon Street, 
Aster Plaza

Contact No: +251 114 70 3039
        info@eternalmedia.com
     https://eternal-media.com
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Parks & Museums in Addis

Leather shops in Addis

Zoma Museum
Location: Mekanisa, Near Abo 
Church

Contact No: https://www.
zomamuseum.org/

Feature: Landscaping, gardens, 
antique shop

Kuncho 
Design

Website: https://www.
kunchodesign.com/

Contact: kunchodesign@gmail.com
                       +251 96 799 5384

Addis Ababa 
Museum
Location: Meskel Square

Contact No: http://www.
addisababa.gov.et/de/web/guest/
museums#3

Feature: Museum, Restaurant, 
Panoramic View of Meskel Square

Undkǝn- Made 
in Ethiopia

Unity Park

Location: Inside Ethiopian 
National Palace

Contact No: Unitypark.et

Feature: Historical palaces, Zoo, 
cultural museum, restaurants

Meron 
Addis Ababa

Entoto Park
Location: Entoto Hills 

Contact No:  -

Feature: Bicycle and track, 
reading benches, camping site, 
restaurants, panoramic view of 
Addis Ababa

African 
Unbound
Location: Off Churchill Road (On 
the way to National Palace)

Contact No: https://
africaunboundmuseum.com/

Feature: African Arts

Zaaf 
Collection

The leather industry in Addis is thriving with countless 
local and international leather lines. Here are a few.

Website: https://www.
meronaddisababa.com/

Website: https://www.
zaafcollection.com/

Website: http://www.undken.com/

Contact: info@meronaddisababa.com
+251 911 12 2108

Contact: +251 910 14 9965

Contact: +251 912 75 2524
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Electronics stores

Medical Centers

HEY Online 
market

Washington 
Medical Center

Location: Bole Medehanealem, 
Hidmona Bulding Ground floor #12

Location: Bole, In front of 
Rwanda Embassy

Contact No: +251 95 396 4175

Contact No: 
+251939515151/+251939525252

Email: frontdesk@wmcethiopia.com

Known for: Phones, computers, 
cameras and other electronic 
devices retail

Bino Tech Store

Location: Bole Medehanealem, 
Berhane Adere Building 1st floor 
#119floor #12

Contact No: +251 91 181 1446

Known for: electronics retail, 
accessories, maintenance

Nordic Medical 
Centre (NMC)

Contact No: 8901 or +251929105653

Email: reception@
nordicmedicalcentre.com

Location: Around Rwanda 
Embassy, in front of Tizeze hotel

Ramanet
Computer 
Solutions

Location: Bole Road DH Geda 
Tower G Floor, Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia and DH Geda Mezanine 
floor Office #2

Contact No: +251 92 234 3536, 
+251 91 121 3566

Known for: electronics retail, 
accessories, maintenance

Addis Cardiac 
Hospital

Contact No: +25116634720/40/41

Email: info@addiscardiac.com

Location: Bole Ring Road in front of 
Ethiopian Airlines Head Quarters

Yonas Mobile

Location: Awlo Buisness center 
First floor office #102

Contact No: +251 91 191 1111

Known for: mobile maintenance 
and Unlocking service provider 
in Ethiopia. loaded with 
dedicated mobile engineers.

Bethzatha 
General Hospital

Location: Next to Addis Ababa Stadium

Contact No: 7477 or +251115514141
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MCM General 
Hospital

Location: Wereda 14, Gerji, Bole Sub-City

Contact No: (Ethiopia) +251116292963
                                (S.Korea) +82269309555

Email: msmcmet@gmail.com

Droga 
Physiotherapy 
Specialty Clinic

Contact No: +251116687006
+251974959595

Email: info@drogaphysiotherapy.com

Bole Branch:  Next to Japan Embassy

Landmark 
General Hospital

Contact No: +251115525463

Email: contact@landmarkhospital.et

Location: Mozambique St, Kirkos 
Subcity

Cinemas

Vamdas 
Entertainment

Location: Megenagna, next 
to Panorama hotel

Contact No: +251910878248
                                 +251118678098

Gast Cinema

Contact No: +251930113388

Email: www.cinema.gastmall.com

Location: CMC, in front of St. 
Michael Church

Alem 
Cinema

Contact No: +251986959595

Website: www.alemcinema.com

Location: Africa Avenue

Century Cinema

Location: Gurd Shola

Contact No: +251987202020

Website: www.centurymalladdis.com
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Ride Haling Apps

Apartments

ZayRide

La villa 
Apartments

Location: Bole Mafi Mall 
#602, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Location: Around Urael Church, 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Telephone: +251 97 289 8989

Call Center: 6303                                 
Telephone: +251 116 721 052
Website:  www.zayride.com/
Email: info@zayride.com

Seregela 
(All Women Drivers)

Red Door
Apartments

Location: Merkeb Plaza, 5th Floor, 
Bole, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Location: Wello sefer Ethio-China 
friendship road, KADCO Group 
No.2 Building 1st floor

Call Center: 7878             
Telephone: +251 11 557 3640/43/44
Website: www.seregelagroup.com/
services/
Email: hello@seregelagroup.com

Line Number: +251 11 443 0597             
Phone number: +251 98 396 9696 
3640/43/44
Email: info@Reddoor.et

Ride

Zen 
Apartments

WEZ Ride

Feres

Noah Real 
Estate

Location: Shekinah Bldg 4th floor, 
Bole, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Location: Olympia/Kasanchis- 
Kirkos Wereda01 House Nb 200 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Location: Raksym Plaza, Bole 
Medhanealem, Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia , ET

Location: Getu Commercial 
Business Center, Airport Road,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Location: Abyssinia Plaza, 12th 
Floor in Bole Right beside Bole 
Medhanialem Church

Call Center: 8294                               
Website: www.ride8294.com
Email: Support@ride8294.com

Telephone: +251 980 193313
                                +251 91 140 2093                              
Website: http://www.
zenapartmentsaddis.com/
Email: zenaparts@gmail.com

Website: www.wez.et

Telephone: +25190 704 0404
Call Center: 6090                               
Website: www.feres.et
Email: info@feres.et

Telephone: 6100
                               +25194 911 1111                          
Website: http://www.
noahrealestateplc.com/
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